
BESPOKE  SILVERWARE



PUT MAGIC  
EVERYWHERE

TOTAL PASSION 
FOR SILVER

Once upon a time there was magic  
made of creative and precious gestures.  

A spell still alive which brings  
beauty into lives of people  
and transforms everything  

on which it rests into a dream.

Fusion of tradition  
and trend in a  
continuous research  
and development

OUR COLLECTIONS

Founded in 1994 by Rino Greggio, the “Accademia dell’Argento” 

became the Cultural institution of the Group, an historical reference 

for silver at a world wide level. A place created to help transfering 

the knowledge and culture of silver. It is composed by a rigorous 

didactic program and a specific project research. Not to mention its 

destiny in becoming the museum-library of silver where the study 

and research on the preservation and development of the history, 

tradition, philosophy of living with silver takes place.

Philadelphia - MODERN
ARTS MUSEUM, U.S.A.
At the “Modern Arts Museum” 
in Philadelphia, Usa, the very 
modern and ergonomic 
“Laguna” cutlery set for children 
is shown, designed by 
Oskar Kogoj and produced 
by Greggio Argento.

The Art of Living is an indisputable art. It’s the 

art of inventing a world, of simply finding joy 

in decorating a home, setting a table, sharing 

beautiful and delightfu things.

Since 1948, GREGGIO has devoted its talent 

to creating exceptional pieces for the table and 

stunning home accessories with elegance and 

know-how.

DESIGNERS

Gae AulentiPietro Derossi Gio Tirotto Toshiyuki Kita Gualtiero Marchesi Paolo Deganello



PRIVATE 
TRAVEL

Whether it’s a yacht, private aircraft, 
luxury residence, hotel or bespoke 
product, we can start at inception 
and provide impeccable service and 
develop a relationship that lasts 
beyond the life of the project.

We handle the necessary to turn  
a private plane into a personal  
paradise. We can help to make  
your time in the air as comfortable  
as when you’re at home.
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RESIDENTIAL

Purveyors of Luxury

For a truly individual touch,  
our bespoke service puts you in control. 
Greggio ’s expert artisans can  
personalize any of our designs to  
your exact specifications.

YOUR PARTNER  
FROM CONCEPT 
TO COMPLETION



Greggio understands how beautiful 
styling must combine with practical 
functionality to create the breathtaking 
finishing touches expected in 5-Star 
luxury resorts, hotels, restaurants, and 
premier country clubs.

Customized solutions to  
an international client base

FROM PROJECT
TO PRODUCT

AND MORE...

It comprises a network of product engineers 
and architects, artisans and boutique 
craftsman eager to bring the imagined 
to life in bespoke-crafted silverware.

HOTEL &  
RESTAURANT
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With our vertical integrated production and more than 70s years of 
expertise, We offer the repair and refurbishment service for silver 
products and also different alloyes. SOS Silver Service has been 
designed to ensure maximum efficiency and beauty to objects.

SOS Silver Service SOS



DETAIL MAKES THE DIFFERENCEDETAIL MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

PRECIOUS FINISHING 
TOUCHES FOR YOUR 

UNIQUE COLLECTIONS

A precious and ancient molding technique, already found on 
finds of native silver prior to the discovery of metallurgy in the 
IV millennium BC. It is made by hand, with various hammers a 
depending on the “typing” to be obtained, which can be more 

linear and contemporary or more abundant and classic. Among the 
techniques of manual implementation it is certainly the most time-

consuming and mastery of the artisan.

Hammering

RHODIUM The rhodium plating 
of metals is a tackle 
technique which makes 
metals (generally silver and 
gold) brighter and more 
resistant  to corrosion and 
wear.

RUTHENIUM It has a very high hardness 
e it allows you to get 
one rather coloring dark, 
anthracite color.

PALLADIUM It is a rare metal, of 
silvery-white appearance, 
extremely durable to air 
corrosion and to action of 
acids.

BLUING The bluing technique of 
metals aims to obtain  
non-stick surfaces  
resistant to  
chemical agents.  
It is performed on  
silver to make the  
color a little darker  
and vintage.

 Si può usare il maniera 
totale o parziale a zone, 
per rendere più prezioso 
un articolo. Il bagno in oro 
previene  l’ossidazione 
dell’oggetto a contatto con 
l’aria.

ENGRAVING  From a commemorative 
date or Monogramme to 
elaborate family crests, any 
design can be realized.

ENAMELLING  The hand application 
of jewel like opaque or 
translucent colours to 
accentuate the design and 
deep relied of many cutlery 
patterns.
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GREGGIO has established a highly regarded reputation for its 
bespoke cutlery and holloware service. Based upon its in-house 
abilities to engrave, gold embellish and enamel. This variety 
of specialist techniques can be individually tailored to suit any 
customer requirements. Any pattern of Greggio can be embellished 
to create a distinctive and unique dinner service or special gift. A 
variety of decorative options are available combining traditional 
craftsmanship and exquisite finishes.

GOLD 
EMBELLISHMENT

The satin finish is the processing 
which allows you to get a matte 

effect with a vintage style, ensuring 
additional protection to the  

finished product.

Matt finish

Coating with  
different colours

Coating with food safe varnishes, water-based anilines, which 
are sprayed and then  they are fixed to the object  with a high 

temperature annealing, and subsequent painting.



LIMITLESS  
ITALIAN SKILLS  

AND TALENT

This process elevates the product to a very luxury object ,which is 
made unique by the craftsmanship of the execution and attention to 
detail. Small recesses make the surface of the object multi-faceted 

with small points of light and give preciousness to the article.

It is a chemical and sieving process that allows selection of 
microdiamonds with a diameter of 140 microns, made of 100% 

by carbon and available in different colors. Thus we develop 
collections with a luxurious and exclusive character.

Microdiamonds

Photoengraving

Photo etching is another technique to engrave metal  
materials in an extremely precise way, starting from some  

very decorated design and shapes.

Pantograph Engraving

It is a very handy technique to engrave items. This is absolutely 
the most artisanal and artistic method of engraving that we can 
find, as it expresses all the skill of the engraving that uses the 
freehand pantograph to design what the customer requires.

Individually or combined, any of the above effects will  

achieve a stunning bespoke result.
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Greggio’s expert artisans can personalize any 
of our designs to your exact specifications. 
The bespoke monogram service enables you to 
incorporate a set of initials, a coat of arms or a 
company logo into a current or archive design, 
or engrave it upon stemware and silverware. 
Whatever you desire, rest assured we’ll be 
certain to consult you every step of the way.

Monogram service 

Diamond finish

The laser engraving is permanent and very resistant to abrasion, 
which allows a very high level of customization, both on flat 
surfaces and curves. This method is quick, as the material  

is removed with each pulse of the laser. The depth of the marks  
is controlled by the number of times the laser beam is passing  

on the material. Furthermore, it is more effective than  
traditional engraving for small objects.

Laser engraving

The GREGGIO Bespoke Service lets you take 
inspiration from Greggio’s vast archive of shapes 

and patterns; perhaps you’ll adapt a historic 
service, like Impero or Luigi XV to a new design 

- or suggest something entirely new.



Greggio Argento at Harrods

A 20 years long partnership celebrated with the launch of a new retail 

concept in the newly refurbished houseware floor at the world famous 

department store.  Bright and elegant with contemporary clean lines 

and staggered elevations to complement silver in all its shapes and 

forms.  A prestigious window showcasing our design and craftsmanship 

capabilities to an international clientele.   


